Voice Projection Tips & Games:
for Students, Parents & Teachers

Tips
1. Breathing technique
Good voice projection requires efficient working of the lungs, intercostal muscles and diaphragm.
The diaphragm is an umbrella shaped muscle which helps push air out of the lungs. Ask your
trainees to locate their diaphragm by placing their hands, with fingertips touching, across their
body below the ribcage. If you then ask them to breathe out making the sound 'huff' they should
be able to feel the diaphragm working and see their fingertips being pushed apart. This allows
them to experience how proper voice production should feel.

2. Resonators and Vocal Exercises
Ask your students to hold their noses and say
'many mighty men making much money in the
moonshine' with as much force as possible.
Then immediately get them to release the hold
on their noses and say the same phrase. They
will immediately hear the difference in the force
of their vocal sound. Humming before speaking
is another way of improving voice projection
by resonating.

Games
THROW YOU VOICE!
Try using vow sounds (a, e, I, o, u), and in pairs work on throwing these sounds across a distance
(eg, a room). The listener can rate their partner (the speaker) out of ten for their clarity and
volume, with the aim of improving each tim ethe exercise is repeated. This can also be done with
short phrases, then moving onto full poems, monologues and/or diagloues.
BEAN BAG 'VOICE PROJECTION'
This exercise demonstrate to children how important it is to project their voices.
Set Up: Place three bean bags in front of a row of children. One about 10 feet away from them the second about 20 feet away, the third about 35-40 feet away (this can obviously be changed to
suit the physical environment of the class).
1. Ask each child to look directly at the first bean bag, say their name and the name of their
favorite animal.
2. Instruct them to say the exact same things to the second bean bag.
3. Would they speak with the same volume? Of course not - the "person" is further away.
4. When asked to address the third bean bag, they obviously should be projecting their voices as
loud as they can.
5. After the entire group has addressed the bean bags, let them know they were really acting in a
play just then - reaching the first three rows, the middle rows, and the back rows of the theater.
PARTNER LINES:
Partner Lines helps an actor learn to project her lines clearly to be understood by an audience.
Instruct the actors to stand in two lines facing each other. Hand each actor a slip of paper with
lines marked "A" and "B." The As say a line to the Bs, such as "Give me some ice." The Bs then
read their very similar line, such as "Give me some mice." Each actor must speak clearly and
loudly enough for her partner to hear the line, while all of the partners are speaking at once. Have
the actors take one large step apart from each other following each line.

